INTRODUCTION
============

The majority of cellular key processes involves a transfer of energy and genetic information. These processes have in common the same biological currency, represented by nucleotides. Different types of nucleotides exist, but all share the same chemical groups, or modules: the nucleobase, the carbohydrate and the phosphate group. Given the ubiquitous nature of nucleotides, it is not surprising that they were among the earliest cofactors bound by proteins during evolution ([@gkt390-B1]). The interaction between nucleotides and proteins has been extensively studied so that many features that proteins must possess to interact with a nucleotide have been discovered ([@gkt390-B2; @gkt390-B3; @gkt390-B4]), such as the P-loop and the Walker A motifs. Some structural features have been also derived such as the acceptor--donor--acceptor environment necessary for the binding of the nucleobase group ([@gkt390-B5]) and several phosphate-binding structural motifs ([@gkt390-B6],[@gkt390-B7]). However, the binding site of a nucleotide cannot be simply reduced to these features, as some studies highlighted the large amount of possible conformations, even not energetically favorable, that can be presented by nucleotides when bound by proteins ([@gkt390-B8]). Therefore the identification of binding sites for nucleotides in protein structures is not an easy task. Different web servers are available for the identification of nucleotide-interacting residues in protein sequences, mostly based on machine learning approaches, like ATPint, GTPbinder, NADbinder and NsitePred ([@gkt390-B9; @gkt390-B10; @gkt390-B11; @gkt390-B12]). From the structural point of view, no web server has been dedicated to the identification of nucleotide-binding sites in protein structures. Some methods have been developed for the identification of carbohydrate- and nucleobase-binding sites ([@gkt390-B13],[@gkt390-B14]), but no related web services have been produced. We developed in the past years, a method and a web server for the identification of phosphate-binding sites in protein structures ([@gkt390-B15],[@gkt390-B16]), called Phosfinder. Given this scenario, we decided to build a web server for the identification of nucleotide-binding sites based on the concept of nucleotide modularity, described by Gherardini *et al.* ([@gkt390-B17]) and used to predict nucleotide-binding sites in protein structures ([@gkt390-B18]). This concept is based on the observation that nucleotides, and their binding sites, are composed of modules shared by evolutionary unrelated proteins and combinable in different ways to form binding sites even for different types of nucleotides. This web server, called Nucleos, searches for structural similarities between the query protein structures and a dataset of template binding sites for nucleotide modules: the nucleobase, the carbohydrate and the phosphate. Each similarity identifies a putative binding site for a nucleotide module, evaluated according to its position in space with respect of the protein surface and taking into account the conservation of the involved residues. Complete nucleotide-binding sites are built combining predicted nucleotide modules following distance thresholds observed in crystallized structures of bound nucleotides. Nucleos allows the biologist user to scan protein structures of interest for binding sites for different types of nucleotides directly on the web, at the address <http://nucleos.bio.uniroma2.it/nucleos/>.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

The Nucleos web server is based on a previously developed methodology ([@gkt390-B18]) for the identification of nucleotide-binding sites in protein structures based on the concept of nucleotide modularity. Binding sites for nucleotide modules (the nucleobase, the carbohydrate and the phosphate) are predicted independently; subsequently, they are joined together to build complete nucleotide-binding sites.

Identification of potential binding sites for nucleotide modules
----------------------------------------------------------------

The Superpose3D ([@gkt390-B19]) structural comparison algorithm is used to find structural similarities between the query protein structure and a dataset of template-binding sites for nucleobase, carbohydrate and phosphate modules (4657, 3073 and 10 185, respectively). The template-binding sites are composed of at least three residues of a binding pocket interacting with at least one atom of the ligand. Structural similarities are evaluated by the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) of the matching residue atoms and by the BLOSUM62 substitution value of the residues involved in the similarity. Whenever a structural similarity is found, the nucleotide module bound by the template-binding site is transposed onto the query protein structure following the structural match with the residues of the query protein. Any predicted module-binding site placed inside the protein or at less then a specified distance from the solvent accessible surface of the protein is discarded. These distances are derived after analyzing the minimum distances observed by nucleotide modules from the protein surface in nucleotide--protein complexes; therefore, a threshold for each nucleotide module is derived. The remaining predictions of the same type are clustered together with a hierarchical clustering procedure.

Scoring of predicted binding sites
----------------------------------

A clustering score is assigned to each prediction as the amount of predictions in its cluster. A conservation score is assigned to each prediction as the sum of the conservation value of the query protein structure residues involved in its structural similarity. This conservation value is calculated from the PFAM multiple alignments of the domains contained in the query protein structures, and represents the percentage of similar residues (BLOSUM62 substitution value ≥1) in the alignment column. This percentage is then normalized using percentiles of the distribution of values for each PFAM domain; this provides comparable conservation scores between different protein domains and different proteins. The final score of a prediction is the sum of the clustering and conservation score.

Identification of complete nucleotide-binding sites
---------------------------------------------------

Finally, predicted nucleotide modules are joined to form complete nucleotide-binding sites for a particular nucleotide type: e.g., an ADP-binding site will be reconstructed using predicted binding sites for a nucleobase, a carbohydrate and two phosphates, in this order. Modules are joined following a set of empirically derived distance thresholds between nucleotide modules obtained by analyzing crystallized structure of bound nucleotides. If a full reconstruction is not possible, the method tries to build the largest sub-architecture possible, e.g. the ADP is a sub-architecture of the ATP. The minimum allowed sub-architecture is composed of two consecutive nucleotide modules (nucleobase--carbohydrate and carbohydrate--phosphate). Nucleos is based on scripts written in Python, C and C^++^ that are linked to the web interface using CGI.

Usage of Nucleos
----------------

The Nucleos search page accepts as input query protein structures both as PDB codes and as PDB structures uploaded by the user. In both cases, the chain of the protein structure to analyze can be specified; in the case of an uploaded structure, the user can specify a reference PDB structure to use to calculate the residue conservation of the query structure. In this page, the user can also provide an email address to which links to the results will be sent, although providing an email address is not compulsory. A loading page will report the real-time status of each query. A typical Nucleos analysis takes few minutes for each protein (2 minutes for a 300-residues protein structure). The output of Nucleos reports the details of the query, the link to the results page that the user can bookmark and a downloadable folder containing results in the form of both a table and a PDB structure containing the predictions ([Figure 1](#gkt390-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Predictions are grouped by the their type (e.g. AMP-like), and the output reports information about the structural similarity and the residues involved in the query structure and in the template-binding site, and the sequence identity between the query protein and the protein containing the template-binding site ([Figure 2](#gkt390-F2){ref-type="fig"}). A checkbox is provided for each module in the prediction to highlight the residues involved in the binding of the module directly on the Jmol graphical applet (an open-source Java-based viewer for 3D chemical structures available at <http://www.jmol.org/>). The template-binding site can be viewed and highlighted in a popup Jmol applet in its original structure. All the predictions are displayed together with the query protein structure in a Jmol applet in the results page ([Figure 1](#gkt390-F1){ref-type="fig"}). A menu is provided to switch the results in the table and in the Jmol applet depending on the type of the predictions. Several buttons are provided to show/hide the protein surface, any crystallized ligand and predicted bound nucleotide modules. A page describing the usage of Nucleos is provided to the user together with explanatory images. The user can also explore an example output page in the Usage page and can know more about the core methodology behind the Nucleos server in the Overview page. The Web site also includes help pages that guide the user with pre-computed examples (a complete and interactive output page is given as example). The Nucleos web server is freely available at <http://nucleos.bio.uniroma2.it/nucleos/> and does not require any registration. Figure 1.An example of the Nucleos output page. The details of the query are displayed on the top of the page (1), reporting the name of the structure, the address of the results page and a download link to get a folder containing results in form of table and of PDB structures containing the predictions. A menu is provided to quickly navigate the results, switching among the different nucleotide predictions (2). A Jmol applet displays the query protein structure with the prediction (3), when switching to results for a different nucleotide type, the first prediction in the ranking is displayed. Buttons are provided to interact with the Jmol applet (4): zoom in/out, show/hide protein surface and crystallized ligand. Results for ATP-like predictions are ranked in the results table on the right (5). Buttons are provided to quickly show/hide all the predicted nucleobase, carbohydrate and phosphate binding sites (6). Figure 2.The results section for the first ranked prediction has been expanded using the button on the top right. Predictions are ranked by their score, with the scoring components reported within brackets (clustering score plus conservation score). The type of the prediction is reported using the 'N', 'C' and 'P' letters for the nucleobase, carbohydrate and phosphate, respectively. Results are displayed for all the modules composing the prediction, following a color code (blue for nucleobase, red for the carbohydrate and green for the phosphate). The structural similarity between residues of the query protein and a template binding site is detailed with the involved residues, paired following the structural match. The sequence identity, between the query protein structure and the protein containing the template-binding match involved in the similarity, is reported for each module. A checkbox is provided to highlight/bleach the residue in the Jmol applet. The template-binding site, highlighted in its original PDB structure, can be displayed in a popup Jmol applet.

RESULTS
=======

The method ([@gkt390-B18]) has been tested on a set of 924 high-quality non-redundant (30% of sequence identity as threshold) proteins binding one of the following nucleotide types: AMP, ADP, ATP, GDP, GTP, ANP, GNP, FAD, FMN, NAD and NAP.

Evaluation of predicted binding sites for nucleotide modules
------------------------------------------------------------

We evaluated the performance of the method in predicting binding sites for nucleotide modules independently with a 10-fold cross validation test. For each of the 10 tests, the training and the test set respected a 9:1 ratio; an optimal scoring threshold is chosen on the training set and applied to the test set. The results were evaluated with precision, recall and F-score that is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The method gained an average F-score of 0.48, 0.47 and 0.64 on nucleobases-, carbohydrates- and phosphates-binding sites, respectively. Importantly, we found that the performance of the method can vary significantly among different nucleotide modules and nucleotide types. For example, the method obtained an average F-score of 0.87, 0.62 and 0.92 on GNP-binding sites and 0.43, 0.6 and 0.71 on FAD-binding sites for the nucleobase, the carbohydrate and the phosphate. We also evaluated the method by ranking the predictions by their score; therefore, we measured the percentage of protein structures in which the method placed a correct prediction in the top one, three, five and ten predictions. Considering only the first-ranked prediction, the method was able to identify the binding site in 48%, 48% and 68% of the proteins for the nucleobase, carbohydrate and phosphate, respectively, while considering the top five predictions the performance changes to 71%, 65% and 86%. We observed again a different performance depending on the type of the nucleotide considered. Moreover, we observed that the method predicts carbohydrate-binding sites better on larger nucleotides, FAD, NAD and NAP, compared with the other nucleotides; a similar behavior can be observed with phosphate-binding sites in proteins binding guanine-containing nucleotides.

Performance on Apo and Holo protein structure
---------------------------------------------

We tested the method on a set of apo/holo structure pairs of 64 proteins collected from LigASite ([@gkt390-B20]) to see whether the conformational change between the apo and holo states of the same nucleotide-binding proteins could affect the method performance. We observed on average a 7% difference between the performance on apo and holo structures when considering the top-ranked prediction, while the performance difference decreased to an average value of 2% when considering the top five predictions. We can conclude that the method is only slightly affected by conformational changes between apo and holo structures, thus representing a valid tool for the analysis of protein structures crystallized without a nucleotide.

Evaluation of predicted nucleotide-binding sites
------------------------------------------------

To predict complete nucleotide-binding sites, the method links the predicted binding site for each nucleotide module. Nucleotide modules are linked following distance thresholds that have been empirically derived by analyzing all the nucleotide--protein complexes in the PDB. These thresholds are composed of a maximum and minimum distance for a particular pair of modules, say nucleobase--carbohydrate, to be linked. We evaluated a predicted nucleotide-binding site to be correct if the RMSD of the modules in the predicted binding site with the corresponding modules in the crystallized ligand is ≤5 Å. The method placed a correct prediction in the first rank in 59% of the analyzed proteins.

In 98% of the cases, all the modules composing a correct prediction are predicted from a template-binding site belonging to non-homologous proteins (30% sequence identity threshold). This shows that complete nucleotide-binding sites can be assembled from their components, which can belong to unrelated and non-homologous proteins.

DISCUSSION
==========

Nucleos is a web server for the identification of nucleotide-binding sites in protein structures. Nucleos is based on the concept of nucleotide and binding-site modularity and represents a valuable resource for structural biologists. It offers the possibility of immediately visualizing the results of the prediction on a query PDB structure or on a user-uploaded PDB structure directly on the web with a graphical interface. Predicted nucleotide modules, and the information about their prediction, can be inspected both independently and combined into nucleotide-binding sites. The prediction regards not only the position in space of the nucleotide modules, but also the protein amino acids involved in their binding. All together these information represent a valuable resource for drug-design and docking-guided experiments. The performance of the method has been tested on a set of 924 non-redundant nucleotide-binding protein structures and on apo-holo pairs of nucleotide-binding protein structures. We observed no significant variation in the method performances when analyzing apo and holo structures. Moreover, in the majority of the cases, the method was able to identify the correct nucleotide-binding site with the top-ranked prediction using template-binding sites from non-homologous proteins. This enables the prediction of unknown or not annotated nucleotide-binding sites in newly discovered protein structures.
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